
Find us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/REHMWeldingTechnology

REHM COBOT | SIRIUS  opens new potentials

REHM - The benchmark for modern welding

A STRONG TEAM
REHM COBOT AND FOCUS.ARC P  
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SIRIUS ensures the easy and fast access on unutilized potentials
SIRIUS supports the performance and quality with it´s clear structures and 
    simplifi es the work of the welder
SIRIUS is multilingual
SIRIUS provides a clear overview like never before and leads to outstanding 
    welding results 
SIRIUS is not an single application, only for the documentation of welding data
SIRIUS off ers full embedding in the workfl ow processes
SIRIUS creates easy embedding to CAD or workfl ow software
SIRIUS comes with free programmable interfaces
SIRIUS digitises and communicates machine and process data into all networks

The benchmark in operating 
welding machines



THAT SPEAKS FOR THE REHM COBOT SYSTEM: QUICK IN THE PROPERTY - IN THE SHORTEST TIME READY FOR 
The integration of a REHM COBOT is usually limited to one day of setup and commissioning.
There is also another day of user training
From then on, the production runs.
Due to the simplicity of operation, new tasks can become unusually fast
Employees are solved. Complex robot training for programming is not necessary.
This also makes small series profi table on the system. Perfect for the middle class.
Put your REHM COBOT where it fi ts best. For the entire system will only
Insignifi cantly more space needed than for the welding table and the power source.
You save expensive production space.

One system - many possibilities:One system - many possibilities:

4 place operation1 place operation 2 place operation 3 place operation

REHM COBOT | The perfect solution for all requirementsThe welding robot complete system

The simple operation of the REHM COBOT is a perfect match for SIRIUS,
the most modern operating and communication system for welding machines. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS                                                                                        

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS            UR5e UR10e

load [kg] 5 10

reach [mm] 850 1300

degrees of free 6 rotating joints

repeatability  [mm]      +/- 0,03 +/- 0,05
Gewicht ohne Brenner 20,6 33,5 

IP class robot IP 54

IP class operating panel IP 54

CAT 3 certifi cate (safety circuit) Ja

Memory expandable via USB Ja

force sensor Ja

GUI interface (simplifi ed operation) Ja

 [kg]

Unfi nished machine according to DIN EN 12100.
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1. UR10e Roboter
2. Touch control panel
3. Power source FOCUS.ARC P 450W

4. Welding table (optional)
5. Adapter base plate
6. Freedrive footswitch

7. Remote Control
8. Torch holder
9. Welding torch

Go immediately to the amortization.
Lets reduce production costs.
Works for 4-6 euros an hour. 
Has no holidays and is always top fi t.
Prevents a shortage of skilled workers and relieves your qualifi ed employees.
Fastest integration into your operation.
Comes individually assembled from a single source. You only have one contact.

Without balancer and holder


